A "nonequilibrium Hamiltonian" that describes adiabatic deformation has recently been used to obtain the bulk and shear viscosities of simple fluids. This Hamiltonian is used to derive equilibrium fluctuation experessions for the nonequilibrium distribution functions. studying in detail the most important of these, the pair distribution function for simple fluids in the linear-response regime. derivation of these expressions is described here.
It was recently demonstrated 1 • 2 that a Hamil making possible the derivation of equilibrium ex tonian of the form pressions for the nonequilibrium distribution func tions in adiabatically deforming ,systems. The (1) derivation of these expressions is described here.
where vii is the macroscopic strain-rate tensor, By considering the double-dot product in (1) as can be used to simulate adiabatic flows, with non a perturbation, we can use the results of linear equilibrium molecular dynamics. The simulations response theory4. 5 to obtain an expression for the provide numerical estimates for the shear and N-particle distribution function. For steady pla bulk viscosities. In laboratory deformations, nar couette flow, we have, to linear order in the adiabatic flows are driven by external boundary strain rate, € =VlIu", , conditions. In systems described by the Hamil tonian (1), the flow is driven instead by the coup ling'l between Doll's tensor C6Qp) and the macro scopic strain rate. By use of appropriate forms These expressions, (3) and (4), can be simplified by following Green,6 writing the angle dependence explicitly:
6g(q) =v(q)eq"qy/q2. These results can easily be generalized to oscil lating strains € =€oexp(iwt). The usual Green
Kubo expression for the shear viscosity coeffi cient can be obtained from a nonequilibrium aver age of the xy pressure-tensor component. The kinetic and potential contributions to the shear viscosity are
1l<P -(Pry <Pi6g)/E =IW Jo" '(P"y <P(t)P"y(O»dt. (8) Thus the cross term in the equilibrium fluctua tion expression contributes equally to the kinetic and potential parts of the nonequilibrium pres sure. This result has also been derived directly from linear-response theory, with use of the ki netic and potential parts of the pressure as re sponse functions/ and from equivalent projection operator techniques.
7
The nonequilibrium pair distribution function has been obtained by nonequilibrium molecular dynamicsJ 8-10 by a "van der Waals theory," 11 and from experiments on suspensions of spheres.
12
The results presented here give a new method . for obtaining the nonequilibrium distribution func tions from equilibrium molecular dynamics. They should also help in constructing theoretical models for shear flow in fluids.
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